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Everglades” spread across the country. 
The draining project was eventually

abandoned and the Everglades became a
national park in 1947, but the canals and
dams built by the Army Corps of Engineers
had done extensive damage. The “river of
grass” south of Lake Okeechobee had been
cut off. The balance of fresh and salt water,
important for the survival of native plants
and animals, was altered. Many species
were disappearing. Despite the national
park status of the Everglades, sugarcane
fields, housing developments, and the
highway called the Tamiami Trail were
creating further problems for the water
system.

Environmental scientists tried to warn
public officials what would happen, not just
to the Glades but to humans, if restoration
efforts weren’t begun immediately.

I think about all this as I leave the Anhinga Trail and drive
back to my room at the Redland Hotel in Homestead. I plan
to come back to the Trail later in the afternoon when the heat
is less intense and shadows will add depth to photographs. I
also want to look up something in a Bible. The hotel will have
one in the bookcase in the lobby. 

On the way I pass fields where the color of the soil gives

the Redland district its name. Workers are picking tomatoes
and loading them onto trucks. The scene, I realize, exemplifies
the conflict between human populations and the natural
environment. The westernmost portions of these fields were
probably sawgrass plains at one time, but we need the tomatoes
– so there you go. As always, it’s a matter of balance. Nature
suffers from too many people, but things don’t go well for
crowded human environments either when Nature strikes
back, as it did in the frightening case of Hurricane Andrew and
Homestead.

Speaking of which, I learn from owner Rex Oleson that the
storm did only minor damage to the Redland Hotel, one of the
oldest and sturdiest buildings in Dade County. Oddly enough
many rooms are empty this week because of a different natural
disaster, a volcanic eruption that spread ash dust across Europe
causing flights and reservations to be canceled. Too bad. The
Redland has the character and charm of old Florida but with
modern conveniences. No wonder Europeans enjoy it, as I do.

I find a Bible and turn to Genesis, Chapter 1, Verse 26,
because I had read in more than one source how this passage
was used to justify the destruction of the Glades. It’s the one
where God made man to “have dominion” over the earth and
its creatures.

Back on the Anhinga Trail, the sun now lower in the sky, I
get a closer look at some of the earth’s creatures. A wood stork
flies toward the bald top of a tree, but an anhinga who got there
first isn’t happy about the intrusion; it stretches its beak toward
the wood stork and squawks a warning. The stork lands
anyway and, within seconds, the two birds are cozy perch
mates. In the pond below, an ibis flock hunts insects and takes
baths near sleeping turtles and alligators. The gators don’t
bother the other animals. But if a gator did grab a turtle, say, it
would lay back and leave the other turtles alone.

Human beings don’t come off well in comparison, I’m
afraid. We wiped out entire bird populations so women could
have feathers in their hats. When I read farther in Genesis that
afternoon I came to Chapter 2, Verse 15, recounting how the
first two humans were placed in the Garden of Eden, not to
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